


Draw a line from each paint brush to the colors you mix to get the color next to each paint brush.

finger
paint

purple green

orange

paint brush

blue yellowred



Listen to the name of each piece of clothing and repeat it.  Match the clothes to the boy or the girl
according to what they wear.

sweater

shorts

t-shirt

boy girl

dress

pants

shoes shoes

skirt



Which season is it?  Point and repeat each concept.
Name the summer outfits.  Circle the ones that your teacher tells you.

on

underoutside

inside

up down

tall

short

summer



truck

number

Trace all the numbers “6” that you see on the truck.
Follow and trace the number “6” five times with crayons.

six



Follow the lines to match each number to the correspondig box.
Write the number next to the vegetable that it corresponds.

broccoli______ lettuce______ onion______ cellery______



living room

garden

bedroom bathroom

kitchen

garage

dining room

Paste on each square each part of your house.
Match the parts to the house to indicate where each part is located.



giraffe tiger lion

elephant zebra bear hippopotamus

wild
Animals

Color, cut by following the dotted lines and fold the gray lines to make a folding screen.



inside onbeside under in front behind

on under beside

inside in front behind

Draw and color a ball as indicated in each square.



zero one two three
zero one two three

Trace the numbers and write their names. Count and trace the number.



hearing smellsight taste
touch

Match each one with the sense they are using.



spring

Observe and name the seasons. Color them with finger paint and circle the season in which you are now.

summer

winter

fall



air balloon

airplane

helicopter

rocket

helicopter

Color, cut, and paste the objects on hanging clips. Put a yarn on the ceiling to hang the transports.

air balloon



grandfather grandmother mother father uncle

aunt cousins sister brother Me

Complete each sentence on the next page with the name of each family member.
Cut and paste the pictures on wooden sticks to use them as puppets.



mailmandoctor fireman policeman
Write the name of each community helper on the line above the object that belongs to him.


